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HUNTING IN EUROPE 2020/2021

CZECH REPUBLIC, SLOVAKIA, AUSTRIA, POLAND, CROATIA,  
SLOVENIA, ESTONIA, HUNGARY AND UNITED KINGDOM

BETWEEN PAST AND PRESENT

TOP CLASS HUNTING TRIPS BY ST. HUBERTUS HUNTING TOURS



HISTORY

Hunting in Europe boasts centuries of tradition being the most ancient expression of
the primacy of humans over animals in these lands. Hunting and gamekeeping
traditions are part of the intangible cultural heritage of European countries. During
middle age hunt became a sport for nobles. From 11th to 15th century deer hunting
was integral to the social lives of rulers, and it was for this purpose that hunting
castles and chateaus were built. During the 16th century hunting techniques that
used a fenced in area made of nets or canvas became popular.

The period from the beginning of the 17th century to mid 18th century is the
golden age of hunting that gave raise to numerous hunter traditions and
activities, some of which have been maintained to the present day. Count
Franz Anton Von Sporck (1662/1738) founded the order of St. Hubert, a
hunting society. During the second mid of the 18th century and during 19th

century forestry assumed economics importance, while hunting was
pursued by aristocrats as prestigious hobby. After 1848 the hunting right
was bound to land ownership, and so hunts were also carried out by rich
entrepreneurs, large farmers and bankers. During the 20th century hunting
associations were established in many European countries and its still unit
almost all European hunters. After the second world war, there have been a
revival of hunting traditions.

Hunt during 16th century
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HUNTING IN ARCHITECTURE, PAINTING, SCULPTURE, LITERATURE ANDMOVIES.

During sightseeing of castles and chateaus, our guests can realize how inspiring hunting has been for

architects, sculptors and painters. It is the second most frequent theme after biblical motives, and fairy

tales, films and literature are full of hunter´s stories as well.

Johann Georg de Hamilton

THE OLDESTHUNTING  
MUSEUM IN EUROPE

The museum focuses on the history of hunting and
falconry tradition as a unique phenomenon listed by
UNESCO. It boasts a collection of trophies and a
collection of historical cold weapons and firearms.
The first collection of hunting trophies, stuffed games
and birds were exhibited and made accessible to the
public in 1842. Nowadays the museum features over
400 trophies, including antlers of the extinct
Schomburg deer.

World Record Trophy of Red Stag 
Hunted in Czech lands in1730

PieterBruegel

Jan Santini Aichel
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estates in many European
countries. Free range and fenced
areas (from 100 to 4000 hectares)

characterised by beatiful
landscapes and very good  
population of games. We offer  
wide variety of terrains (plain,  
hill, mountain) able to satisfy  
the most demanding hunters.

HUNTING TRIPS ARRANGED BY ST.HUBERTUS HUNTING TOURS

OUR STAFF

St. Hubertus Hunting Tours has staff with different professional profiles ranging from
professional hunters and gamekeepers to managers in the tourism sector. The first
ones deal with selection of hunting areas and organization of hunting days. The
second ones assure complete organization of the hunting trip that includes
accommodation, meals, transfers, sightseeing tours for hunters and non-hunter guests.
Selected interpreters provide language support in different languages (English,
German, French, Spanish and Italian among the others).

HUNTING AREAS

We have access to all the best  
government and private hunting

Czech Republic

Slovakia

HUNT IN EUROPE IN THIS DAY AND AGE

Austria
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GAMES , TROPHIES AND HUNTINGMETHODS

INDIVIDUAL HUNT

We arrange individual hunts for mouflon, wild
boar, fallow deer, red deer, Japanese sika deer,
dybowski sika deer, white tailed deer, roe deer,
European bison, alpine chamois, tatra
chamois, brown bear, wolf, kri kri Ibex, feral
goat and others. The individual hunt (trophy
and no/ trophy games) usually takes the form
of stalking or lying in wait from high seats or
towers optimally placed in each hunting area.
Nice games with strong trophies are hunted by
our guests each hunting season.

DRIVEN HUNT AND DRIVEN SHOOTING

For groups of hunters we organise driven hunts (wild boars, deer, mouflons…) and driven shootings (pheasants  
and and ducks). Experienced staff with the help of beaters, loaders and dogs assure perfect hunting days.
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Accommodation and meals

Trips with St. Hubertus Hunting Tours are not  
only about hunt but also about a comfortable  
accommodation. As various as the hunting  offer, 
are the options for where to stay during  your 
hunt. We can arrange stays in historical  chateau 
with only the highest standards of services or in 
a spa hotel that has everything  necessary for a 
perfect relax after the hunt.  Given the old 
hunting tradition, there are also a  lot of

hunting lodges for a simple  
accommodation right in the middle of a hunting  
ground. Restaurants located in the hotels or  
chateau offer delicious dishes made from local  
products.
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TOURIST ATTRACTIONS

The European countries where we arrange our

hunts offer a lot to see besides the hunting

areas. There are charming historical cities and

towns, Prague, Krakow, Tallinn, Zagreb and

Bratislava to start with, spectacular castles and

chateaus, beautiful landscapes of national parks

or relaxing spa areas with salutary springs of

mineral waters.
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HUNTING TRIP N. 1
Mouflon ram and fallow buck hunt in the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Slovenia and Poland 4 hunting days and 5 nights. Guided  hunt. Price of 

packages with 4 hunting days, 5 nights in Hotel and one medal trophy: from 2300 USD to 5700 USD (based on trophies and type of  
accommodation)

HUNTING TRIP N. 2
Wild boar hunt Czech Republic, Slovakia, Slovenia, Poland and Hungary 4 hunting days and 5 nights. All year round. Guided hunt. Priceof  

packages with 4 hunting days, 5 nights in Hotel and one medal trophy: from 2000 USD to 3500 USD (based on trophies and type of  
accommodation)

HUNTING TRIP N. 3
European bison hunt in the Czech Republic and Poland 4 hunting days and 5 nights . Guided hunt.

Price of packages with 4 hunting days, 5 nights in Hotel and one medal trophy: from 4500 USD to 11400 USD (based on trophies and type of
accommodation)

HUNTING TRIP N. 4
Brown bear and wild boar hunt in Croatia, Slovakia and Slovenia 4 hunting days and 5 nights. Guidedhunt

Price of packages with 4 hunting days, 5 nights in Hotel and one medal trophy: from 7000 USD to 17000 USD (based on trophies and type of  
accommodation)

HUNTING TRIP N. 5
Red Stag hunt in Slovakia, Poland, Czech Republic and Slovenia 4 hunting days and 5 nights. Guided hunt Price of  packages with 4 

hunting days, 5 nights in Hotel and one medal trophy: from 3500 USD to 11400 USD (based on trophies and type of  accommodation)

N.B. All listed prices are illustrative, upon request we prepare a personalized offer for each client

Our offer



HUNTING TRIP N. 6
Alpine Chamois hunt in Austria, Slovenia and Slovakia 4 hunting days and 5 nights. Guided hunt.

Price of packages with 4 hunting days, 5 nights in Hotel and one medal trophy: from 3500 USD to 6000 USD (based on trophies and type of  
accommodation)

HUNTING TRIP N. 7
Driven duck shooting (for groups from 5 to 30 guns) in the Czech Republic, France and Slovakia 2 hunting days and 3 night. Price of 

packages with 2 hunting days, 3 nights in Hotel and 100 ducks per gun: from 2300 USD to 3200 USD

HUNTING TRIP N. 8
Driven pheasant shooting (for groups from 5 to 30 guns) in the Czech Republic and Slovakia 2 hunting days and 3 nights. Price of packages 

with 2 hunting days, 3 nights in Hotel and 100 pheasants per gun: from 3000 USD to 4000 USD (based on type of  accommodation)

HUNTING TRIP N. 9
Wild Boar and other hoofed games driven hunt (for groups from 10 to 30 hunters) in the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Poland: 3 hunting days  

and 4 nights.
Price of packages with 2 hunting days, 3 nights in Hotel: from 1300 USD to 3500 USD (based on games included in offer and type of  

accommodation)

HUNTING TRIP N. 10
Wild Boar and no trophy games in the Czech Republic and Slovakia: 3 hunting days and 4 nights. Price of  packages with 3 

hunting days, 4 nights in Hotel: from 1500 USD to 2500 USD (based on games included in offer and type of  accommodation)

HUNTING TRIP N. 11
Japanese sika deer and sika dybowski in the Czech Republic: 3 hunting days and 4 nights. Price of packages with

3 hunting days, 4 nights in Hotel: from 2500 USD to 8000 USD (based on games included in offer and type of accommodation)

N.B. All listed prices are illustrative, upon request we prepare a personalized offer for each client

Our offer



HUNTING TRIP N. 12
Alpine Ibex hunt in Austria and Slovenia 4 hunting days and 5 nights. Guided hunt

Price of packages with 4 hunting days, 5 nights in Hotel and one medal trophy: from 100000 USD to 200000 USD (based on trophies and  
type of accommodation)

HUNTING TRIP N. 13
Mouflon, kri kri ibryd ibex, feral goat, dalmatian sheep, axis deer in Croatian islands. 4 hunting days and 5 nights. Price of packages 

with 4 hunting days, 5 nights in Hotel: from 5000 USD to 15000 USD (based on games included in offer and type  of accommodation)

HUNTING TRIP N. 14
White European deer in the Czech Republic: 3 hunting days and 4 nights. Price of packages with 3 hunting days, 4  nights in Hotel: from 

5000 USD to 12000 USD (based on games included in offer and type of accommodation)

HUNTING TRIP N. 15
Dark brown and black fallow deer in the Czech Republic: 3 hunting days and 4 nights. Price of packages with 3  hunting days, 4 nights 

in Hotel: from 3000 USD to 7000 USD (based on games included in offer and type of accommodation)

HUNTING TRIP N. 16
European moose in Estonia: 4 hunting days and 5 nights. Price of packages with 4 hunting days, 5 nights in Hotel:

from 4000 USD to 12000 USD (based on games included in offer and type of accommodation)

HUNTING TRIP N. 17

Chinese water deer, muntjac deer, roe deer, Japanese sika deer, fallow deer, red deer and Pére David´s deer in United Kingdom: 4  hunting 
days and 5 nights. Price of packages with 4 hunting days, 5 nights in Hotel: from 4000 USD to 15000 USD  (based on games included in 

offer and type of accommodation)

N.B. All listed prices are illustrative, upon request we prepare a personalized offer for each client

Our offer


